Cambian Wisbech School

Week Commencing: 25.01.2021

Topics Covered:
 Zoom
lessons
 Forest
School
 HistorySocial
structure of
Egypt
 CookingCoconut
Cookies
 Smarties
Quiz
 MathsConverting
Metric
Measures
 EnglishScary point
of the
written
narrative
 ScienceFood
Chains
 Chinese
Culture Day

Description of the week: What a great week of learning Sessions House have
had this week. Zoom lessons have been continuing for the students who are at
home completing their learning. In school this week the Puffins and the
Smarties have continued writing their narrative based on a historical setting;
they are now at the scary point entering the Egyptian ruins. In maths they
have started work on converting metric measures. In science they are looking
at food chains and food webs and in history they are exploring the social
structure of Ancient Egypt. At Forest School this week they have noticed the
dramatic change in the weather. Food tends to be their main interest with
sausage sandwiches and French toast on the go. The hammock is popular with
all and games of tag and hide and seek help to keep their bodies warm.
Changes are happening now the days are getting longer, catkin flowers on the
hazel and the elder beginning to sprout again. Birds are more vocal and
looking for sites to build nests. They also watched an interesting encounter
with a buzzard and crows. Don’t forget the RSPB is running their annual
birdwatch its great fun! See how many different species you can spot.

Quotes:

“Look at what I have
done in Art” HC

“Do you think I can fit in
this swing” LC2

Smarties Class
joining in the
Cultural Chinese Day
through the use of
Zoom.

SA modelling her
Egyptian Headwear
that she has created.

LG made some lovely Coconut
cookies.

Puffins Class completing
their art work for
Cultural Chinese Day.

Everyone has a personal best

